
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Outside of widely owned tech like consoles, smartphones, and tablets,
what hardware do Canadians own? What are they interested in
purchasing?

•• What priorities do consumers have when considering their home
entertainment options?

•• What smart home device features are consumers most interested in?
•• What are consumers’ general attitudes towards smart home and home

entertainment technology?

Over the course of the pandemic, tech hardware companies saw a bit of a
renaissance in which high household savings and more time spent at home
resulted in more frequent and more expensive consumer purchases, fuelling
soaring stocks and a very positive outlook for the future. Those days have
passed, and while revenues remain up for some tech giants, a struggling
economy has slowed growth as consumers tighten their belts and become
more discerning about their purchases.

Still, innovation never sleeps. 2023 has, and will continue to see, some very
exciting movement in the VR space, with brands making headsets – like Sony
and Meta – debuting new and improved upgrades over their previous
products on the market. The PlayStation VR2 launched in February 2023 and
Meta’s Quest 3 headset is slated for release sometime later in the year. Still, the
price barrier to own such items remains prohibitively high for most consumers,
and ownership of such devices will likely remain low until they come down in
cost.

On the smart home device front, consumers are still reticent about the efficacy
of AI in adequately completing tasks of moderate complexity, which seems to
be a barrier to further smart home device adoption. Consumers just simply
don’t feel the value of these items justifies the cost, but increasing investments in
the efficacy of AI may turn that sentiment around, which will result in greater
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market penetration of smart home devices in general. You know what they say,
a rising ChatGPT lifts all smart home devices, or something.

Finally, consumers are generally uninterested in smart tech to help with their
fitness, but this might also be a question of value. As we exit the pandemic, two
years of sedentary lifestyles has taken its toll on many consumers, and if smart
home fitness brands can position their items as a means by which consumers
can “take back their health” they may be able to find greater success in
generating interest for smart fitness devices.
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• Economic factors are still very top of mind for consumers
• As the cost of basic goods rises, Canadians are tightening

their belts
Figure 8: Canadian Consumer Price Index, 2020-23

• Household savings have risen slightly from a 5% plateau
Figure 9: Canadian household savings rate, Q1 2019-Q4 2022

• Canada’s ageing population will likely put pressure on
younger Canadians
Figure 10: Canadian population age projections, yearly,
2000-40

• Diversity among future generations is projected to increase
Figure 11: Proportion of visible minority in Canada, 1981-2040

• VR brands battle it out on virtual battlefields in 2023
Figure 12: PlayStation post, December 2022

• LG invites you to ‘ThinQ’ about innovation
Figure 13: LG Facebook, February 2022

• TELUS embraces the magic of the holiday season…
Figure 14: TELUS Instagram post, December 2022

• …while McCain Foods helps consumers avoid too much
“magic” this holiday season

• When buying luxury tech devices, tailoring or customization
can go a long way
Figure 15: Work Louder Instagram post, January 2023

• The future of AI is bright – but Canadians still aren’t
convinced
Figure 16: Microsoft Instagram post, February 2023

• Nearly all Canadians own a mobile device
Figure 17: Mobile device ownership, 2022

• Smart home devices have found a sizeable niche
Figure 18: Tech hardware ownership, 2022

• Consumers are slower to adopt newer home entertainment
devices
Figure 19: Sony Instagram post, February 2023

• As expected, younger consumers have higher tech
ownership rates

• Over half of Canadians own at least one smart home device
Figure 20: Smart home device ownership, by age, 2022

• Fitness wearables are being driven by women

MARKET FACTORS

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

FAST FACTS: DIGITAL TRENDS – HARDWARE
HARDWARE OWNERSHIP
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Figure 21: Fitness device ownership, by age, 2022
Figure 22: Fitbit Instagram post, July 2022

• Young women have embraced streaming video media,
while young men turn to the technology for gaming
Figure 23: Streaming device ownership, by age, 2022

• Younger consumers are early adopters of Wi-Fi, 8K and AR/
VR technology
Figure 24: Ownership of other tech devices, by age, 2022

• South Asian Canadians are a key ownership niche
Figure 25: Tech hardware ownership (select), Chinese and
South Asians vs overall, 2022

• Consumers are generally uninterested in non-console
gaming devices
Figure 26: Home entertainment device purchase interest,
2022

• Men are more interested in home entertainment hardware
Figure 27: Home entertainment device purchase interest (%
any interest), by age, 2022

• Fathers are prime targets for home entertainment
technology
Figure 28: Home entertainment device purchase interest (%
any interest), by parental status, 2022
Figure 29: Nokia Twitter post, December 2022

• Remember to promote diversity and inclusion in marketing
Figure 30: Home entertainment device interest, by race, 2022
Figure 31: Alienware Instagram post, December 2022

• Consumers prioritize sound and video quality for home
entertainment
Figure 32: Home entertainment priorities, 2022
Figure 33: Vizio Instagram post, December 2022

• Younger women shouldn’t be discounted when promoting
tech features

• Device sound fidelity can be positioned to aid with hearing
loss for older men
Figure 34: Vizio Facebook post, December 2022

• AR/VR devices and gaming are prioritized by younger
consumers
Figure 35: Home entertainment priorities (any rank), by age,
2022

HOME ENTERTAINMENT DEVICES: PURCHASE INTEREST

HOME ENTERTAINMENT DEVICES: ATTITUDES AND PRIORITIES
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• Parents are prioritizing entertainment over quality
Figure 36: Home entertainment priorities, by parental status,
2022
Figure 37: Vizio Instagram post, December 2022

• Consumers still need to be convinced of the value of 8K TVs
and AR/VR devices
Figure 38: Samsung Instagram post, June 2022
Figure 39: Home entertainment attitudes (% agree), 2022

• Younger consumers are looking for access to social video
on their main screens
Figure 40: Home entertainment attitudes (% agree), by age,
2022
Figure 41: Vizio Instagram post, June 2022

• When thinking of smart homes, consumers point to security
Figure 42: Interest in help securing the home, by age and
gender, 2022
Figure 43: TELUS | Testimonials from SmartHome Security
Customers: Smoke Detector, January 2022
Figure 44: TELUS Carbon Monoxide Instagram post, March
2022

• Asian Canadians are looking for security when getting
settled
Figure 45: Interest in help securing the home, Asian consumers
vs overall and location of birth, 2022

• Desire for securing the home is fuelling interest in
purchasing smart home devices
Figure 46: Interest in purchasing smart security devices (% any
interest), by age, 2022

• However, the security of the devices remains a barrier for
adoption, ironically
Figure 47: Smart home security concerns (% agree), by age
and gender, 2022
Figure 48: Turn on Advanced Security for Rogers Ignite
Internet Using the Ignite Wi-Fi Hub App, January 2022

• Despite concerns, consumers generally feel that smart home
tech has net positive security benefits
Figure 49: Smart home security technology makes protecting
my home easier (% agree), by age, 2022

• Consumers are still lukewarm on many smart home devices

SPOTLIGHT ON SMART SECURITY

SMART HOME DEVICES: WHO’S INTERESTED?
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Figure 50: Interest in purchasing smart home tech, 2022
• Young consumers were significantly more likely to have an

interest in smart home devices
Figure 51: Interest in purchasing smart home tech (% any
interest), by age, 2022
Figure 52: Interest in purchasing smart home tech (% any
interest), by age and gender, 2022

• Dads show a higher interest in some smart home tech, but
parents in general are intrigued
Figure 53: Interest in purchasing smart home tech (% any
interest), by parental status, 2022
Figure 54: iRobot Instagram post, March 2022

• Brands can leverage high interest in Black and South Asian
communities
Figure 55: Interest in purchasing smart home tech (% net
interest), by race, 2022
Figure 56: Nokia Instagram post, May 2022

• Consumers want convenience from their smart home
devices
Figure 57: Interest in smart home device tasks and features,
2022
Figure 58: LG Canada Instagram post, September 2022

• Moms are interested in help, but this hasn’t translated into
purchase interest
Figure 59: Interest in smart home devices that help with
cooking and cleaning, by parental status, 2022
Figure 60: Instant Pot Instagram post, August 2022

• Perceptions of cost, capability, and interconnectivity
remain major barriers to increased adoption
Figure 61: Barriers to smart home device ownership (% agree),
2022
Figure 62: Introducing the new Roomba Combo™ j7+ Robot
Vacuum and Mop, September 2022
Figure 63: LG Canada Instagram post, September 2022

• Consumers generally aren’t looking to smart devices to help
with fitness
Figure 64: Interest in smart home device tasks and features,
2022

SMART HOME DEVICES: PURCHASE DRIVERS AND BARRIERS

FITNESS AND HEALTH TECH
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Figure 65: Introducing Apple Watch Ultra | Apple, September
2022

• Gamifying sleep can be a great way to generate interest in
smartwatches for younger consumers
Figure 66: “I would be interested in a device that monitors my
sleep habits to help me improve my quality of rest” (% agree),
by age, 2022
Figure 67: Fitbit Instagram post, October 2022

• Smartwatches are more attainable fitness devices for most
consumers
Figure 68: Fitness device purchase interest, 2022
Figure 69: Fitness device purchase interest, by age and
gender, 2022
Figure 70: Fitbit Instagram post, September 2022

• Brands should focus on quality over cost when promoting
fitness devices
Figure 71: Fitness device purchase interest, by household
income, 2022
Figure 72: Tonal Twitter post, September 2022

• Smart exercise equipment owners should be a target demo
for smartwatch/fitness tracker brands
Figure 73: Tech hardware ownership, those who own smart
exercise equipment vs overall, 2022

• Half of consumers would rather use smart equipment at
home than go to a gym
Figure 74: “I would rather go to a gym than use a smart
exercise device” (% agree), by age, 2022
Figure 75: Tonal Twitter post, November 2022

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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